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PUTIN EFFECT REACHING GERMAN CONSUMERS 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
GfK German consumer confidence, September forecast 

 

Actual:  8.6 

Previous: 8.9 (revised down from 9.0) 

Consensus: 8.9 

Berenberg: 8.9 

 

The crisis in Ukraine is beginning to make German consumers more cautious. The GfK consumer confidence index 

dropped to 8.6 for September, down from a down-revised 8.9 for August. The drop was the first since January 2013, leaving 

the index at a still extremely strong level. Based on the August details, a sharp drop in growth expectations was the key 

factor behind the weakness, with the propensity to save rising as well. Income expectations and purchasing intentions re-

mained strong, however, signalling that actual household spending may not weaken just yet, as long as the crisis in Ukraine 

does not hit the job market. 

 

German domestic demand had been one of the bright spots amid the recent slowdown so far. Based on strong fundamen-

tals such as record-high employment, rising wages and low inflation, household consumption kept expanding even in the 

otherwise weak second quarter. But with the Ukraine crisis dragging on and getting worse, the impact it has on firms is 

increasingly propagating to consumer confidence as well. The decline highlights that the risks to our down-revised forecasts 

for German GDP growth of 1.5% this year remain skewed to the downside. However, resilient purchasing intentions and 

income expectations also highlight the potential for a quick German growth recovery, if the conflict in Eastern Ukraine 

fades fast. 

 

GfK Consumer Confidence 

 

 SEP AUG JUL JUN MAY APR  

Consumer Confidence  8.6 8.9 8.9 8.6 8.5 8.5 

 
Source: GfK 
 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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